$0 Down SAP on Azure
Migration
Seamlessly modernize your SAP landscape on Microsoft
Azure without upfront migration costs

Introduction

Supporting Business Growth on Azure
Cloud Platform
The backbone of a thriving organization is its IT infrastructure. For a US based medical device
company experiencing unprecedented growth, this truth was self-evident. As a fast-growing
company running SAP for its critical business processes, the medical device company faced
constant challenges provisioning new SAP landscapes and supporting various business initiatives.
Rather than continue making investments in data centers that no longer supported its growth, the
company decided to transition to Microsoft Azure for a more cost effective, scalable, and reliable
way to run its SAP production landscape and other applications 24x7x365.
To execute the migration to Azure, the medical device company turned to Wharfedale Technologies.
Wharfedale seamlessly migrated the company’s SAP landscape consisting of ECC, BW, CRM, Trex,
Portal, Fiori, and other applications to Azure with minimal downtime. All in all, 220+ SAP systems
were migrated to Azure in less than 4 months. And Wharfesdale now manages 300+ SAP systems
on Azure for the customer. By migrating its SAP systems to Azure, the medical device company
realized a performance increase of 52.89% in its SAP production landscape, Azure guaranteed 99.9%
uptime, along with greater levels of business continuity, cost savings, and flexibility.
In addition to realizing these benefits, the Medical device company was able to save tremendous
project costs thanks to Wharfedale’s $0 Down Migration offering. Read on to see the savings and
value Wharfedale provided with this unique offering.
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$0 Down SAP on Azure Migration
Wharfedale’s $0 Down Migration offering is a holistic solution that encompasses the “3 M’s” of
SAP cloud transformation: Migration, Modernization, and Management. Here’s the best part. With
the $0 Down Migration offering, your organization pays no upfront cost for the migration of your
SAP workloads to Azure. The only costs you incur is the monthly subscription cost of Wharfedale’s
managed services. See how much the medical device company saved with the $0 Down Migration
offering.

Services offered at no upfront costs with $0 Down Migration solution

Market Value

Seamless Migration from Current Hosting to New Hosting
• Project manager, migration planning workshops, project plan for seamless migration,
migration to new hosting within 4 months, all SAP landscape and bolt-on’s, and testing
and validation of migrated systems.

$750,000

SAP High Availability and Disaster Recovery Setup
• High Availability design based on BCP hosting providers, implementation of High Availability, Disaster Recovery design based on Availability Zones, seamless failover implementation

$240,000

SAP Infrastructure Detailed Design for New Hosting
• Cloud design, Server & Storage design, Networking design (VPN Tunnel to Primary &
DR), File System design (SAP System Refresh), Database design (both SQL & HANA)

$125,000

HANA Migration & Implementation		
• HANA Implementation, OS/DB Migration using DMO option, TDI certification and
validation

$500,000

High Value Consulting – Executive Engagements
• Wharfedale executive practitioners involved at no cost to the client to innovate and
improve services

$100,000

Total avoided costs with $0 Down Migration offering

$1,715,000
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Run better with SAP on Azure
Your SAP systems are under more pressure now more than ever before from your customers,
competition, and market factors. Running your SAP systems on infrastructure that periodically
undergoes unsatisfactory downtime, lacks flexibility and scalability, and incurs high capital
expenditures and operating costs is no longer an option. If you’re considering a move to a cloud
platform like Microsoft Azure, you’re headed in the right direction. Companies that have already
moved their SAP systems to Azure have realized these benefits:

Improved time-to-value of SAP applications
Running SAP on Azure enables companies
to deploy, launch, and test in a shorter time
frame. Every aspect of a company’s SAP
operation becomes more responsive on Azure.

Improved time-to-market for new operations
Companies running SAP solutions on Azure
can launch into new markets faster, thereby
increasing their capacity to expand.

Avoided cost of SAP related on-premises
infrastructure
Moving SAP systems to Azure can drastically
reduce or completely eliminate SAP related
infrastructure investments (hardware,
maintenance fees, security appliances).

Realized higher service levels
Organizations can achieve higher service
levels with their SAP landscape on Azure
thanks to the superior uptime, backup, and
disaster recovery the platform offers.

The Economic Impact of SAP on
Azure
Forrester conducted a Total Economic
Impact study to examine the potential ROI
enterprises may realize after migrating SAP
to Azure. Six organizations running SAP
solutions on Azure were interviewed and
their results over a period of three years
were quantified. With this study, Forrester
determined that migrating SAP to Azure
resulted in:
•

An ROI of 112%

•

$15.9M in infrastructure savings

•

An investment payback time of less
than six months

•

Benefits of $26.18M over three years
versus costs of $12.36M

¹ “The Total Economic Impact™ Of Microsoft Azure for SAP”, A Forrester study commissioned by Microsoft, April 2021.
² Ibid, Forrester.
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Realize the benefits of SAP on Azure
with Wharfedale
Partner With a Winning Team
Migrating to Microsoft Azure can maximize the performance and efficiency of your SAP
workloads. Realizing the benefits of SAP on Azure isn’t guaranteed, however. To achieve
desired results, you must select a qualified migration partner who has a proven track record
of executing successful SAP on Azure migrations. Wharfedale has been helping organizations
migrate their mission-critical SAP systems to Azure for several years. We leverage our
thorough knowledge of the SAP application, and our expertise on Azure infrastructure to
facilitate seamless, minimal downtime migrations. Read on to learn about our approach and
the results we deliver for customers.

• Microsoft Gold Partner
• 3X winner of MSUS Partner
of the Year Award for SAP on
Azure
• SAP on Microsoft Azure
Advanced Specialization

“Our experience with Wharfedale has been exceptional. They
assumed all Basis Support from the existing provider, brought
visibility to areas of risk and provided sound remediation
by implementing cost saving measures to improve service
availability. They also completed a seamless migration of
our SAP infrastructure on a very aggressive time-line, with no
noticeable disruption to normal operations.”
—Alex Sukennik, VP & CIO, Avid Technology
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Phased Migration

5 steps to a seamless migration
In 2010, Wharfedale became the very first SAP-certified cloud service provider in North America.
Using our expertise and experience as a pioneer in the SAP cloud migration space, we developed a
phased approach that enables us to streamline the migration to Azure, avoid any loss of data, and
proactively handle any issues that arises during or after the migration.
01 Planning Phase

02 Design Phase

Walk through Azure on-boarding, define

The Azure infrastructure solution supporting

infrastructure solutions, review current landscape,

the SAP application, as well as the migration

agree on the scope of the project, and define the

methodology is undertaken and high-level design

SAP to Azure migration time-line.

documents are produced.

03 Migration of non-production Environment

04 Migration of production Environment

Create base infrastructure components in Azure if

Based on non-production cutover, the migration

required. Migrate non-production environment.

time-line and downtime requirements for production
cutover is set. Minimal downtime migration is
executed.

05 Hypercare Support
Systems put in hyper care for 2-3 weeks to monitor
production performance, provide hyper-care support
post-GO-Live, plan decommissioning of on-prem
servers, and further improve SAP environment
running in Azure.

The Wharfedale Advantage
Realize your migration goals
with minimal business impact
(weekend cutover to Azure)
Improve SAP application’s
productivity and availability with
Wharfedale’s High Availability &
Disaster Recovery solutions

Realize 30% cost reduction and
up to 55% increase in performance
of SAP production landscape on
Azure
Increased operational efficiency
and productivity
Free up IT resources to enable
innovation and overcome key
business challenges
Better managed IT spend with
fixed monthly 24x7 managed
services subscription, covering
Azure Infrastructure, OS and SAP
application (Basis, Security and
Functional)
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Capability / Maturity

Our migration approach
Design and
Planning

Execute and
refine

Azure Connectivity
Design & Planning

Sandbox, Development, QA and
(Mock) Migration

Phase 0 & 1

Optimize and
cutover

Hypercare and
management

Hypercare

Performance Testing

Phase 2

Production
Review Landscape
Define Time-line
Agree Scope
Establish Connectivity
Sign On

Phase 2A
QA
DEV

Phase 3

SBX
ti
Design Target Landscape
ra
g
i
Define Migration Methodology
M
l lan
a
Prerequisite Check
P
iti
In
Test Plan Finalize

Play-book
Migration
Execution
Plan

on

Demonstrate

Develop

Refine

Phase 4
Production Cutover
Hypercare Support
Mock Run UAT Analysis
Performance Testing
Final Cutover Preparation
Production Cutover

Development

Timeline: 2-5 Months
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Migration risks & our mitigation plan
Migrating your SAP workloads to Azure comes with risks just like any other cloud migration project. The good news is that we always come with a plan to
mitigate these risks. Take a closer look at our risk mitigation approach for some of the most common risks customers face:
Category

Risks

Description
Minimize any/all system changes during this period.
Since this project is focused on the ERP environment,
all business processes may be impacted.
The deadline to exit the current hosting data center
has major impact to the overall migration planning.
Customer X resources are spread across different
responsibilities, including production support, which
takes priority over migration activities.

Mitigation

General

Fiscal Year End
System Freeze

General

Hosting data center
exit deadline

Resources

Resource Availability Customer X

General

Fall back plan after
failed Migration

Post Migration testing does not produce desired
results. A No-Go decision is made

The source systems are not changed during the migration. The source systems
can be brought back up and migration can be re-scheduled after RCA is
performed.

Resources

Resource Availability
- current hosting
vendor

Current hosting vendor’s resources beyond those
already assigned to project may not be immediately
available for unplanned activities.

Communicate plans and needed resources ahead of time, including backup roles
to support in the event of unplanned risks turning into issues

Resources

Production Incidents

Incidents in production draw resources away from
project to ensure that business is minimally impacted.

Adjust migration activities, estimates when impacted, notify and escalate to
leadership

Infrastructure

Current SAP Legacy
System Constraints

Older technology at current data center limits system
performance

Pre-plan coordination with system operations teams from both hosting vendor
and Customer X to closely monitor system processes for impacts

Infrastructure

File Transfer Timings
/ Network throughput

Limitation on the network bandwidth for data
migration. The connectivity is also shared with other
business systems simultaneously. Increased demand
for year-end processing may add load.

Monitor transfers and update transfer projections. Compare throughput against
baseline timings from Mock runs. Escalate to operations if throughput deviates
below baseline. Need to be resolved during Mock runs.

SAP Basis

Dual maintenance

Development Freeze - applicable if SAP application
upgrade is required for migration

Proper planning with the customer. May need a N+2 landscape based on the
requirements

SAP Basis

Migration scope

Need a list of interfaces/RFCs/Scripts in the source
systems from Basis support vendor or customer

Due diligence during KT, discovery/planning phases to collect all the system
details.

Work closely with business and IT leadership to address and approve any/all
activities which pose business risk
Work closely with IT leadership to plan and complete the migration and execute
the exit plan prior to the deadline.
Communicate plans and needed resources ahead of time, including backup roles
to support in the event of unplanned risks turning into issues

SAP Basis

Supportability for
SAP on Azure

Supportability of all the SAP modules and/or SAP boltons (Taxware/Paymetric/OpenText, etc.) in Azure (OS,
database, SAP kernel, etc.)

Application/Database/OS upgrade may be required for Azure/SAP supportability
through Product Availability Matrix (PAM) Checks for every system. Work closely
with the customer to plan and incorporate the upgrade activities as part of the
migration plan to Azure.

Business

Downtime required
for Migration

Business has limited downtime window available for
Migration activities

Perform Mock runs to optimize the downtime window. Planned phased approach
to reduce business impact. Identify and document risks/errors during non-prod
migration. Refine migration process through mock runs and non-prod migration.
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Intelligent Management: Put your SAP investment in
the right hands
Your SAP Landscape is the backbone of your day-to-day business processes. It must not only run smoothly and securely on Azure; it must also remain
cost-efficient. Our SAP managed services enable you to maximize your SAP on Azure investment while freeing up your internal resources for innovation
and business growth. Not only that, with our custom-built Azure dashboard, you can access real-time insights to optimize the cost and performance of
your SAP Landscape.

Predict and manage capacity and cloud spend

Access in-depth cost & performance breakdowns

Simplify SAP administration activities with automation

Gauge the overall health of SAP landscape

Get 24/7 support from certified Sap and cloud experts
Quickly provision, start/stop, and refresh systems
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Let’s continue
the discussion
Kick start your SAP cloud transformation with our $0
Down Migration offering. Have any questions? We’ll
give you a complete breakdown of this unique solution
and help you understand your options.

CLICK HERE

